
Telesin 3-slot charger + 2 batteries for GoPro Hero 12 / Her Ref: 6972860172286
Telesin 3-slot charger + 2 batteries for GoPro Hero 11 / Hero 10 / Hero 9

Telesin GP-BTR-903 charger and 2 batteries set for GoPro Hero 12 / Hero 11 / Hero 10 / Hero 9
The Telesin brand charger allows you to quickly charge up to 3 batteries for your GoPro sports camera at the same time. The advanced
security system protects them from damage. In turn, the light weight of 27.5 grams and compact size make it great for travel as well.
The  device  is  equipped  with  special  LEDs  that  light  up  red  when  charging  is  in  progress  and  green  when  it  is  complete.  The  kit  also
includes 2 additional batteries for GoPro Hero 12 / 11 / 10 / 9 cameras, which will allow you to significantly extend the recording time.
 
Instantly charges your camera's batteries
The  charger  supports  5V-2A  fast  charging.  It  only  takes  2  hours  to  fully  charge  the  included  batteries!  When  it  finishes  charging,  it
automatically stops operation, making it more energy-efficient and environmentally friendly.
 
2 heavy-duty rechargeable batteries included - create even more great shots
The included rechargeable batteries have a capacity of 1750 mAh, which translates into a recording time of up to 112 minutes (when
creating 4K/30FPS videos). They are fully compatible with GoPro Hero 12 / 11 / 10 / 9 cameras, as well as the original batteries. With the
Telesin brand charger, you can conveniently charge them all together.
 
Total safety of use
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The  complex  security  system  means  that  you  can  use  the  product  without  worry.  Among  other  things,  the  device  is  equipped  with
protection  against  overcharging,  overloading,  overvoltage,  short  circuit  and  inadequate  temperature.  Charge  your  GoPro  camera
batteries freely - neither they nor the charger are in danger of being damaged!
 
Always at hand
The device is also incredibly handy, lightweight and compact, which makes transporting it not even the slightest problem. Its light weight
and dimensions of just 51.7x59.6x20.4 mm allow you to conveniently pack the charger in your backpack, suitcase or handbag, so you
can take it with you almost anywhere - outdoors or on vacation. The batteries of your sports camera will always be ready to provide it
with energy to create original shots!
 
Included
Telesin GP-BCG-902 three-channel charger
battery for GoPro Hero 12 / Hero 11 / Hero 10 / Hero 9 x2
USB-C cable
	Manufacturer	
	Telesin
	Name	
	3-slot charger and 2pcs battery kit for GoPro Hero 12 / Hero 11 / Hero 10 / Hero 9
	Model	
	GP-BTR-903
	Input voltage	
	5V 2A
	Output voltage	
	4.4V
	Charger dimensions	
	5.96 x 5.17 x 2.04 cm
	Battery dimensions	
	41 x 13 x 34 mm
	Battery capacity	
	1750mAh
	Weight of the charger	
	27.5g
	Color	
	black

Price:

€ 46.00
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